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	 200 Medical Drive
     Suite C1A 
     Carmel IN 46032
	 (317) 794-3929
	 ask@gorev.com
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                            GoRev LIMS

                            GoRev CORE   

                            A complete solution for today’s modern laboratories.
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                                Not all LIMS are created equal!

                                GoRev is a complete solution offering advanced functionalities your laboratory needs.  Front end processes are handled with ease through paperless digital patient registration, web based order entry, a suite of scheduling tools, and real-time insurance eligibility checks. Automated coding rules paired with an industry-leading RCM module creates a situation where reimbursement processes are streamlined, ensuring healthy cash flow. 

                                GoRev’s tools were designed to make your laboratory more profitable by automating many of the processes that traditionally consume employee hours.

                            

                            
                                
                                    There are many factors to consider when selecting a new LIMS for your laboratory:

                                    

                                        	
                                                Does it have the features needed?

                                            
	
                                                Is it easy to learn and use?

                                            
	
                                                How long is the implementation process?

                                            
	
                                                Will it connect to my analyzers and other systems?

                                            



                                    

                                

                                
                                    Download Our New LIMS Questions PDF
                                


                            

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    
                                        








                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    
										
									
								
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
									
								
                                


                            
                        

                        
                            
                                GOREV SECURITY

                                SOC 2:  GoRev uses an independent third party to conduct a SOC 2 audit on its GoRev Practice Management and Revenue Cycle Management system. This audit covers the SOC 2 Common Criteria and the Confidentiality and Privacy trust services criteria. We’re happy to share this report with clients or prospects with a signed non-disclosure agreement on file. 

                                HIPAA Compliant:  GoRev is a fully HIPAA compliant solution that takes your medical privacy and security needs seriously. During the client onboarding process, we will enter into a Business Associate Agreement (BAA) with you.

                            

                            
                                
                                    Security Measures:

                                    

                                        	
                                                Data encryption in transit via TLS1.2

                                            
	
                                                Multi factor authentication

                                            
	
                                                Granular role based permission management

                                            
	
                                                Annual penetration testing is performed by a third party

                                            
	
                                                Vulnerability scanning is performed regularly by a third party

                                            
	
                                                SOC 2 / HITRUST certified Data Center

                                            



                                    

                                

                                
                                    Security FAQs
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                                Swipe left to follow workflow 

                                
                                Scroll down to follow workflow 
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                                GoRev brings enterprise-level functionality to a cost-effective Laboratory Information Management System. Features developed as a result of direct input from our clients give our solution a unique advantage over competitors. GoRev’s tools were designed to make your laboratory more profitable by automating many of the processes that traditionally consume employee hours.

                                GoRev emphasizes four main areas that define the core of our feature sets: Patient Registration & Scheduling, Data Integration, Revenue Cycle Management, and Analytics.

                            

                        

                        
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            PATIENT REGISTRATION

                                            GoRev's powerful front-end has all the tools to make your registration and requisitions flow smoothly at your lab. 

                                            learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            WEB PORTALS

                                            GoRev’s HIPAA-compliant Patient & Client Portals simplifies how you connect with your customers & patients.

                                            learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            SPECIMEN TRACKING

                                            Establish a bullet proof chain of custody and know where samples are with a glance. 



                                            learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            MULTI-LAB NETWORKING

                                            Break out of the silo and expand your operation to insure cleaner data. 



                                            learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            ORDER ACCESSIONING 

                                            Our accessioning management module allows you to keep track of exactly where each specimen is at all times. 

                                            learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            RESULT INTEGRATION

                                            Results from your analyzer can be automatically imported into GoRev Lims. 



                                            learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            GRANULAR CONTROL

                                            Easy click into a result and you can add notes oredit each individual test. 

learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            CUSTOMIZED RESULTS

                                            Hyper customizable lab result template design system. 


learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            EASIER QC PROCESS

                                            Our QC system will remove a large part of QC burden from your team's workload.. 

learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            INDUSTRY LEADING RCM

                                            Ensure you are reimbursed quickly and easily. 


learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            INTEROPERABILITY

                                            Flexible, customizable inbound and outbound capabilities that allows you to work with other systems. 

learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            ANALYTICS

                                            Helping you gain a deeper understanding of your business.  


learn more

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            COVID-19 Complete Solution

                                            GoRev has developed a HIPAA compliant process for labs to provide their patients with Covid Results, including a QR code for quick access to their testing results. The QR code can be accessed via Text Message, Email, and the Result Document.


learn more
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                                        Essentials Plan

                                        For labs with no device integration

                                        Prices starting at

                                        $3,255

                                        per month
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                                        Enterprise Plan

                                        Full integration with GoRev LIMS

                                        Prices starting at

                                        $4,500

                                        per month

                                       
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                        
                        
                            
                                Comparison Table

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            	 	Essentials	Enterprise
	Registration & Order Entry

	One Time Bulk Import of Patients		
	Live HL7 Interfacing Between GoRev and EMR		
	Live HL7 interfacing between your LIMS and the GoRev LIMS		
	Real-time Insurance Eligibility view		
	Standard Patient Portal & Digital (paperless) Registration view		
	Patient Portal & Digital (paperless) Registration		
	Automatic Creation of Lab Order from Portal Registration		
	Emailed Appointment Reminders		
	SMS Text Appointment Reminders		
	Order Entry via GoRev Windows 10 Application		
	 
	Laboratory Information Management

	Barcode Accessioning & Order Management		
	Non-Integrated Manual Resulting (Right click overrides) view		
	Integrated Lab Equipment		
	Quality Control Module		
	Unlimited File Storage (store pictures of your testing cartridges for each patient!)		
	QR Code Enabled Lab Results view		
	Distribution of Lab Results via Patient Portal view		
	Notification of Lab (w/QR) Results via Standard Email view		
	Notification of LAb (w/QR) Results via Text Message view		
	Customized Email and Text Message Distrubution		
	Client Corporate Portal view video 		
	 
	Revenue Cycle Management

	Automatic Charge Capture (CPT Codes Applied as You Approve Tests)		

	Automatic Generation of CMS1500 or UB-04 claims		

	Unlimited Electronic Claims		

	RCM Analytics and Workflow Tools (Denial management & Suite of over 200 reports)		

	 
	Support

	Monday Through Friday 8am to 5pm Eastern 		

	24x7 US-based Support		

	Expedited or Priority Ticket Handling		

	Patients Supported Using the Portal at https://portal.gorev.com 		
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                                        " Since switching from one of the leading LIMS companies to GoRev we have experienced a drastic increase in revenues, and clinic satisfaction. The RCM side of GoRev has truly made a difference in our bottom-line. "



                                        Ashley Sweat, CEO, heliosDX
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                                        " Using GoRev for our LIMS has allowed our team to streamline and integrate our Laboratory process with our Revenue Cycle and Customer communication process giving us a more efficient workflow and increased customer satisfaction. "

                                        Kelly Strong, Vice President of Operations, City+Ventures Health
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                                        " Since entering the Clinical Laboratory space, ACS has been pitched by many of the big players who provide LIMS software to industry leaders. After several demos we decided to partner with GoRev as our LIMS provider due to their user friendly platform, responsive management team, and overall adaptability of their services. Working with GoRev has been an all around great experience. "

                                        Peter Murphy, President Operations, Advanced Clinical Solutions
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                                    Schedule a Demo Today!

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Call Us On

                                         (317) 794-3929 
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Headquarters

                                        200 Medical Drive, Suite C1A, Carmel, IN 46032
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Email Us At

                                        ask@gorev.com
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                    Security FAQs

                    
                        ×
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                                    
                                        
                                            Where does my data live?

                                            GoRev’s infrastructure is hosted exclusively by Expedient and all data in transit is encrypted using the most up-to-date protocols (specifically TLS V1.2 and AES-256).

                                        

                                        
                                            How do you ensure no other client sees my data?

                                            Customer data is stored within client specific databases and assigned unique permissions which prevent one customer from accessing another customer’s data.

                                        

                                        
                                            How do you assess third parties before and during their service?

                                            Any vendor with the potential to access sensitive client data is required to provide an external audit or, at a minimum, submit to a risk interview and demonstrate best security practices. These artifacts are refreshed annually to ensure no lapse in oversight. Moreover, each vendor is required to sign a Business Associate Agreement (BAA) and contractually commit to data security practices.

                                        

                                        
                                            Do you conduct a risk assessment at least annually?

                                            Yes. We look at changes in the product line, the regulatory environment and the cyber threat. We assign risk scores and document an executive leadership review at least quarterly. These steps are verified in the annual SOC 2 audit.

                                        

                                        
                                            Do you respond to requests for vendor risk assessment questionnaires?

                                            We utilize the SecurityStudio suite for various risk assessment strategies internally and can provide our general assessment in the S2Vendor format at no additional cost once an NDA has been executed. Professional and Enterprise Clients may request we complete custom vendor risk assessment questionnaires at no additional cost. Other license types may request custom vendor risk assessments for a nominal fee covering the required labor.

                                        

                                        
                                            Describe your data backup and recovery system.

                                            We utilize database clusters consisting of a minimum of 3 nodes per cluster with a failure capability of one node per cluster. Backups are stored redundantly both on premise and offsite in a separate geographic zone from the primary site. We test backups regularly to ensure they are both complete and able to be restored. The recovery point objective is 24 hours with a recovery time objective of 4 hours.

                                        

                                        
                                            Do you have an incident response program?

                                            GoRev maintains a comprehensive incident classification and response procedure. While highly unlikely, should a breach occur GoRev has a third party security firm on retainer capable of initiating immediate incident response and necessary forensic analysis.

                                        

                                        
                                            Do you perform security reviews during development?

                                            Security is baked into the coding process, and a number of checks are performed to validate new code prior to deployment. Both manual and automated code scanning is performed to identify potential vulnerabilities prior to deploying new GoRev versions.

                                        



                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                


            

        

    

    
    
        
            
                
                    Features Detail

                    
                        ×
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                                    
                                        PATIENT REGISTRATION

                                        GoRev’s front end is a highly comprehensive set of tools designed to make patient data acquisition and lab ordering easy. Adding new offices/practices is a snap and the learning curve for employees to get started is measured in minutes, not days.

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Admissions

                                            Acquisition of patient data in GoRev’s intake module is a breeze with auto-completion for searches by name, account number, and social security number.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Scheduling

                                            GoRev scheduling is also 100% integrated. Scheduling appointments, checking eligibility, logging authorizations, capturing patient information, and printing face sheets are managed efficiently, enabling a streamlined, yet robust front-end process.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Real Time Eligibility

                                            You no longer need to call providers or carriers to retrieve your patients' insurance information. Simply go to GoRev's eligibility section and click "Run Eligibility" to see coverage status, co-insurance, and more!

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Merchant Services

                                            Enable your device to work directly with GoRev. Our Integrated Merchant Services offering keeps the patient payment process flowing and documented.
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                        ×
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                                    
                                        WEB PORTALS

                                        GoRev’s Patient Portal, Physician Portal and Client Portal makes connecting easy. Our HIPAA compliant, web-based portals are designed to simplify the ordering, reporting, communication, and collection processes.  All of GoRev’s Portals are easily accessible with an internet connection and a web browser and come standard with any GoRev software package. Harness the power of these web-based features to improve workflows, reduce mistakes, increase customer satisfaction, and increase revenue.
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                                                Patient Portal

                                                GoRev’s HIPAA-compliant Patient Portal simplifies how you connect with patients and promotes a strong customer service experience. Patients can log in to view their results as well as make payment for services. For COVID-19 testing centers, patient registration, scheduling, requisitions, and results are all completed and delivered via our secure Patient Portal.

                                                Click here and then click the Covid-19 Scheduled service to see this in action →
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                                                Physicians Portal

                                                GoRev’s Physician Portal accommodates multi-site laboratory environments and a comprehensive set of preferences for web-based order entry and results delivery. Give access to tailored test compendiums for each physician’s office. The Physician Portal also allows for the printing of barcodes and further, staff can access reports remotely at any time.
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                                                Client Portal

                                                Labs often provide testing services for multiple clients, and the logistics of managing several client's orders and results can prove a challenge. That's why we've created the GoRev Client Portal. This allows your clients to securely view all ordered tests as well as download results individually, or even in bulk. Simple, but effective solutions like this are key to keeping transparency and organization in your client relationships.
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                                        SPECIMEN TRACKING

                                        GoRev's Specimen Location tool makes finding and retrieving specimens easy. Comprehensive sample tracking shows each time a sample moves, is added, or is discarded, providing your lab with the supporting sample documentation it needs.
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                                                Specimen Location

                                                From specimen collection to courier to the lab, you will know where each specimen is. Set up all your lab’s storage locations and shelves to know precisely where each specimen is stored. Barcoded specimens are entered into the inventory and are tracked by location. The laboratory sample tracking barcode software helps you optimize lab resources by reducing time spent looking for misplaced specimens.
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                                                Shipments Management

                                                Building a complete chain of custody for your specimens is easy with GoRev. It’s as simple as creating your shipment and then scanning the specimen barcodes to attach to the shipment. 
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                                        MULTI-LAB NETWORKING

                                        Extend your business reach with multi-lab, multi-disciplinary and multi-site capabilities. The GoRev LIMS is built from the ground up to administer and manage electronic orders from multiple sources.
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                                                Electronic Orders

                                                GoRev takes the complex task of receiving digital requisitions from a multitude of places and organizes them for you. Paperless E-Requisitions are ordered directly in the GoRev interface and are instantly ready to print with barcode labels. Additionally, when applicable, the GoRev LIMS can include the physician's digital signature, reducing document processing time.
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                                                Multiple Labrotaries Framework

                                                GoRev framework provides you the ability to scale across multiple laboratories in one easy-to-use interface. For business leaders and lab managers, the GoRev platform offers extensive reporting, functionality, and systems integration that provides insights for decision-making, workforce planning, and a variety of other operational functions. With role-based access to data, you can restrict users to only the data they need. The GoRev LIMS eliminates the need for Citrix farms or complex distributed systems to give access.
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                                        ACCESSIONING AND ORDER MANAGEMENT

                                        From the clinical collection point, until it arrives at the laboratory, you will be able to track specimen logistics. With GoRev’s unique barcode check-in and check-out tracking system, your staff will know what has been collected, what is in transit, and what has arrived at your lab.
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                                                Easy Barcode Scanning

                                                The GoRev LIMS helps prevent lost specimens as well as reduce accessioning time with barcode scanning technology. The barcoding functions make printing and managing samples a snap. We support a variety of barcode printers, so each sample is easy to identify and manage. We can also customize your barcode layouts to include the information important to your workflow. Once the sample is labeled, it is as simple as scanning it to process in and out of different statuses.
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                                                Accessioning

                                                To reduce document processing time and reduce errors, GoRev LIMS can be configured to auto-create the requisition when the order is created. Additionally, when applicable, the GoRev LIMS can include the physician's digital signature.
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                                        RESULT INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT

                                        The GoRev LIMS makes integration effortless for all of your laboratory’s analyzers. Our on-site LIMS bridge seamlessly integrates the data from each of your devices and efficiently processes the results into the GoRev system. This increased automation reduces errors from manual data entry and simplifies how results are processed.
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                                                Analyzer Integration

                                                GoRev supports integration with most TCP/IP, RS-232 serial, and file level interfaces, supporting file formats including API, HL7, X12, XML, PDF, Flat File, and ASTM. Additionally, the GoRev LIMS supports unidirectional and bi-directional instrument integration, allowing your instruments to receive orders from the GoRev LIMS and report results back, thus speeding up the turnaround time and delivery of results.
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                                                Manual Resulting

                                                Alternatively, results can be manually entered or edited as well. Color-coded statuses and quick toggles in the Results window enable your lab teams to quickly manage their entire resulting flow. Need a new status? No problem, we’re here to support you and your workflow!
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                                        GRANULAR CONTROL OF INDIVIDUAL TEST RESULTS

                                        In the GoRev LIMS results window, simply click into a result and you can edit each individual test. You will quickly see color-coded alerts such as critical high/lows, as well as identify tests needing additional clinical range configuration. Need to delete a test and re-run it? Simply click the toggle and re-run the specimen on your device or manually enter the test.

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Color Coded Statuses

                                            GoRev's Result Overview window features color-coded status to quickly identify results in the work queue. Quickly filter the results needed with our powerful search and filtering tools.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Edit Test Result

                                            Making an adjustment to a specific analyte on test results is accomplished with ease in the GoRev Edit Test window, both qualitative and quantitative.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Specific Test Comment

                                            Need to add a comment to a specific analyte on a test result before it is delivered to the physician? Piece of cake! The GoRev LIMS makes commenting by analyte simple.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Overall Test Comment

                                            Adding a comment for an entire test is sometimes required to give specific information to the physician analyzing the results. GoRev's Overall Test Comment tool enables this function.
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                                        CUSTOMIZED RESULTS

                                        Tired of the boring, cookie-cutter lab result templates? So are we! This is why we developed a hyper-customizable lab result template design system. We offer some great standard templates, and we can even customize them from there.

                                        Collectors can instantly search for and enter prescribed medications into orders. Our medication monitoring system will automatically present consistent and inconsistent results down to the sub-analyte level. Want to have all analytes found within a specified medication automatically added to your order? We can do that too!

                                        We cover all HIPAA-compliant means of results delivery via our Customer & Client Portals, with e-mail, fax, and SMS notification. Our system will automatically transmit results to your client or patients, ensuring a speedy turnaround with the benefit of high client and patient satisfaction rates.
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                                            Toxicology Inconsistent Results
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                                            Toxicology Historical Results
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                                            Covid-19 Result
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                                            UTI/ABR Result
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                                            CBC Result
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                                            RPP Result
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                                        EASIER QC PROCESS

                                        Confidently meet regulatory and reporting standards with the GoRev LIMS QC module. Everything from tracking QC testing material lot effective dates to the automatic calculation of mean and standard deviation – just got a lot easier! With QC Management featuring configurable QC rules and automatic Levey-Jennings charts, the GoRev LIMS will remove a large part of this burden from your team's workload.  Also, in most cases, GoRev LIMS can automate your required state reporting for infectious disease and COVID-19 testing.
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                                        REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

                                        GoRev has a reputation as being a top software on the market when it comes to Revenue Cycle Management. With the GoRev LIMS, every module is connected and accessible throughout the GoRev interface. This includes the RCM/billing module. By having RCM as an integrated piece of your LIMS, you form an end-to-end system that assures data integrity. Since the GoRev LIMS is an all-in-one system, you can avoid the headaches that many laboratories experience when using several standalone systems for different processes.

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            AUTOMATED CODING

                                            The GoRev LIMS Coding Module is both ICD-9 and ICD-10 compliant. It offers automatic code completion and a comprehensive list of CCI checks and in-house rules to assist with streamlining the coding process. Additionally, GoRev tracks every claim through the coding process so that you don’t have to.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            CLAIMS

                                            Generating clean and accurate claims is important to every revenue cycle. GoRev provides automatic notification of adjustment reason codes if a claim is denied, so your billers can fix claims swiftly and efficiently.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            POSTING

                                            Through automated 835 posting processes as well as the ability to view your entire batch before finalizing, GoRev makes the posting process quick, accurate, and manageable.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            WORKFLOW

                                            Our workflow system maintains organization throughout your workforce. GoRev workflow puts the patients that are relevant to that employee in one area & from there you can navigate through all of GoRev. If a claim is denied, it will be sent back to a billing specialist workflow. If a claim is missing insurance, it will go back to registration.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            PATIENT FINANCIALS

                                            Remove the pressure of the unknown and take control of each claim in your patient responsibility department. Advanced reporting allows a manager to view, in real-time, all aspects of their accounts receivable.

                                        

                                    

                                


                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            E-STATEMENTS

                                            It has never been easier for your patients to pay their bills. Reduced payment timeframes result from increased patient payments thanks to e-mail and SMS text statement delivery. We provide a 21st century experience when it comes to collecting patient payments!
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                                        INTEROPERABILITY

                                        The GoRev interface engine creates end-to-end interoperability, enabling GoRev LIMS to connect to most instruments, EHR, or third-party services with ease. What’s more is we do it insanely fast! We use each integration experience as an opportunity to build faster, more efficient interfacing.
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                                            Supported Formats

                                            The interface engine supports all file formats, including API, HL7, X12, XML, PDF, Flat File, and ASTM. We are up to date with the industry standard in regard to HL7 message types. ADT, DFT, ORM, ORU, SIU, etc.
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                                            Flat Data

                                            Importing your data is a snap with our robust system. GoRev is able to import SQL data, excel, csv, xml, and most file type.
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                                            File Management

                                            Import records directly into a patient’s account through our file management interface. We can work with share folders and FTP sources to bring data directly into our system.
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                                        ANALYTICS

                                        Healthcare information flows through at such a rapid pace that it becomes increasingly difficult to manage all your day-to-day information. In a constantly evolving industry, GoRev continues to develop financial and clinical reporting that is accurate, informative and at your fingertips.

                                        Equipped with an extensive library of standard reports coupled with an in-house data analytics staff, we aim to provide you with all the tools necessary to make rapid, yet informed decisions.
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                                        QR CODE COVID-19 TESTS FOR TRAVEL

                                        Many destinations are now requiring a QR code to view COVID test results. These COVID-19 QR codes allow airport or immigration personnel to verify a passenger’s COVID-19 status quickly and accurately. Travelers are currently being asked to, or are required to, provide QR codes for travel to Egypt, Dubai, and Turkey. The requirement includes travelers flying on Emirates, EgyptAir, and Turkish Airlines at this time. This process of verification is likely to grow over the coming months as variants continue to spread.  GoRev has developed a HIPAA-compliant process for labs to provide their patients with Covid Results that include a QR code for quick access to their testing results.

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                             The GoRev LIMS was designed with COVID-19 testing in mind. Developed throughout the pandemic, we support COVID-19 laboratories worldwide with the features essential to their success. More than just a software company, we support your patients and business directly.

                                            The QR code can be accessed via:

                                            

                                                	
                                                        Text Messaage

                                                    
	
                                                        Email

                                                    
	
                                                        Test Result Document

                                                    


                                            

                                        



                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            HIPAA Compliant Patient Messaging 

                                            Our QR codes contain no patient data and are HIPAA compliant. If the QR code is ever lost or stolen, your patients can feel secure that their sensitive data is safe from prying eyes.

                                            Visit CovidQRcodes.com

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    



    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



